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Picking winners with a
flourish at

Cal-Expo
for Friday, April 8,
2011
Please remember to always check program numbers. Odds shown are morning line.

Race 1 - Post: 6:00 - 1 mile. PACE - Class Rating: 65 - Purse:$1,600 - F& M CLAIMING $2,500 FOR HORSES AVG $100 PER START IN 2011 OR N/W $500 LAST 5
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 7 RARE WINE 12/1
# 2 PILGRIMS SKYFIRE 9/2
# 6 SEVENTH SIN 6/1
Feel pretty confident putting mucho dinero down on RARE WINE so don't let the high morning line
scare you off. The wagering panel knows that speed is King in harness racing. This entrant will unlock
our way to a nice victory. PILGRIMS SKYFIRE - Been running with some tougher customers of late,
has a distinct class edge. (Average Rating 68). Should be considered in this event if only for the really
good TrackMaster Speed Rating achieved in the last contest. SEVENTH SIN - Has really strong speed
ratings and most definitely has to be considered for a bet in here. Positively the class of the pack with an
average rating of 69. A nice pick.

Race 2 - Post: 6:20 - 1 mile. TROT - Class Rating: 56 - Purse:$15,000 - CALIFORNIA SIRES STAKES
- 3 YO FILLIES
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 3 CLAIM JUMPER 4/5
# 6 THATSSOMEBRACCIOLA 6/5
# 4 DANCINWITHTHEDEVIL 8/1
CLAIM JUMPER has a good shot to take this gathering. Overall numbers appear competitive. Can't
throw out at this point. This filly getting the triumph wouldn't be impossible, a chance. Has the makings
of a profitable play, averaging a rather good 64 TrackMaster SR. THATSSOMEBRACCIOLA - This
outing could very well be controlled by this filly. One look at the avgerage speed rating will confirm that.
Had one of the most compelling speed ratings of the bunch in her last contest. I'd recommend using in
your bets. DANCINWITHTHEDEVIL - Selectors should make a note that this race horse runs with
first time Lasix today. Driver-trainer are no strangers to the winners circle and should have this filly
breaking away from the group of animals.
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Race 3 - Post: 6:40 - 1 mile. PACE - Class Rating: 84 - Purse:$3,900 - F& M - CLAIMING $12,000
AE: FM N/W $1,500
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 5 BIGGEST BIG BERTHA 2/1
# 4 CASTLE OAKS 3/1
# 1 PERSUADE ME 7/2
All signs point to BIGGEST BIG BERTHA for the pick. This nice horse may have some hidden form, a
score would be a pleasant surprise. The wagering panel gives this entrant a good chance to win this one,
class figures are tops in the group. Could surely handle this bunch given the 80 TrackMaster Speed
Rating achieved in her most recent race. CASTLE OAKS - Her 82 avg has this mare among the
strongest TrackMaster Speed Ratings for this one. Seems to have a respectable class advantage based on
the horses she has faced. PERSUADE ME - Has really good TrackMaster SRs and more than likely has
to be considered for a wager this time. Johnson knows this standardbred well. Exemplary in the money
record when starting together.

Race 4 - Post: 7:00 - 1 mile. PACE - Class Rating: 69 - Purse:$1,600 - F& M CLAIMING $2,500 FOR HORSES AVG $100 PER START IN 2011 OR N/W $500 LAST 5
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 5 MESSINA 9/2
# 4 SPANISH ROSEY 2/1
# 2 STORMY TUESDAY 8/1
MESSINA has a competitive shot to take this race. Take a look at this harness racer's average speed stat
of 71 and compare to today's class rating. Looks like a really good bet. This harness racer has shown us
some prior ability, just look at the 71 avg class rating. Should play well in this contest. More wins than
you would expect have been achieved by fine animals lining up behind the 5 post at Cal-Expo.
SPANISH ROSEY - Been doing work with some tougher customers of late, has a distinct class edge.
(Average Rating 76). Could clearly take this race given the 64 TrackMaster SR achieved in her most
recent affair. STORMY TUESDAY - Talk about a dynamic duo, Plano and Rios have some of the best
driver-handler stats at the track.

Race 5 - Post: 7:20 - 1 mile. TROT - Class Rating: 76 - Purse:$3,200 - N/W 3
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 4 BERKSHIRE 6/5
# 1 DANI CALIFORNIA 5/1
# 6 TWICE THE RUCKUS 5/2
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Feel pretty confident putting some profits down on BERKSHIRE. Exhibits the look of a profitable play,
averaging a nifty 80 TrackMaster Speed Rating. This gelding has been performing versus some of the
most competitive company in this pack these days. Is a formidable win contender given the 78 speed
rating from his most recent affair. DANI CALIFORNIA - There is a very nice probability that this nice
horse will improve with the change in med now going off Lasix. Many smart handicappers will recognize
the great TrackMaster Speed Rating in the last contest. Stacks up against any horse in this field of
starters. TWICE THE RUCKUS - Enters this race with really good TrackMaster class figures relative to
the group - worth a look. Worth considering in this one if only for the formidable speed fig recorded in
the most recent affair.

Race 6 - Post: 7:40 - 1 mile. PACE - Class Rating: 68 - Purse:$1,800 - F& M CLAIMING $2500 FOR
HORSES THAT AVG $200 OR LESS PER START IN 2011 OR N/W $1000 IN LAST 5 STARTS
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 5 CHERRY TREE BLUE 8/1
# 7 RED STAR GILDA 9/2
# 6 CRIMSON PROMISE 6/1
We've got an instinct CHERRY TREE BLUE is going to get the score look at that fine price on the line.
The knowledge group knows that speed is very important in harness racing. This interesting entrant will
unlock our way to a nice win. Have to get behind a contender coming out of the Cal-Expo 5 hole. The
win stat is superb, way above normal. RED STAR GILDA - The handicapping group noted a very
compelling showing out of this interesting entrant last time. Hoping for a repeat of that to end up in the
winner's circle. CRIMSON PROMISE - Sometimes you just have to go with a gut feel, favor this one's
chances. Loved this mare's last race. Ran a solid 68 TrackMaster Speed Rating. Major contender.

Race 7 - Post: 8:00 - 1 mile. PACE - Class Rating: 65 - Purse:$15,000 - CALIFONIA SIRES STAKES 3 YO FILLIES
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 5 RACETRACK DIVA 4/1
# 2 HI FIDELITY 7/2
# 6 WHIP AND A PRAYER 4/1
Feel pretty confident putting some green stuff down on RACETRACK DIVA. Has really good speed
ratings and definitely has to be thought of for a wager in this race. Bettors should note that this contender
runs with first time Lasix today. Many analyzers will recognize the great speed rating in the last
competition. Stacks up against any horse in this field of starters. HI FIDELITY - Worth careful
consideration here on the basis of the numbers in the speed fig department alone. With a 64 avg class
number, this standardbred has one of the most favorable class edges in the grouping. WHIP AND A
PRAYER - Had one of the strongest speed figures of the group in her last outing. Must use in your
wagers. When the trainer Graham puts Wojcio up for the drive nice things happen. Just check out the 32
win percent.
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Race 8 - Post: 8:20 - 1 mile. PACE - Class Rating: 74 - Purse:$2,700 - COND CLAIMING - N/W 3
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 10 W D COWBOY JUSTICE 8/1
# 6 FAKEUTU BLUEGRASS 6/1
# 9 ART OF ARTS 12/1
W D COWBOY JUSTICE is the most solid wager in this race and the morning line makes this a
dynamite value bet. Any time a horse is sent to post with this driver-trainer combination there's a
respectable likelihood for some nice dividends. Lining up in the 10 hole at Cal-Expo adds some hidden
advantage as this position has a better than expected ROI. FAKEUTU BLUEGRASS - This contender
looks tough. Take a good look at the 77 avg speed rating. With a 76 avg class ranking, this race horse has
one of the best class advantages in the field of starters. ART OF ARTS - With a 75 average class
number, this harness racer has one of the most favorable class edges in the group of animals.
Driver/trainer are a potent duo when teaming up on a common nice horse. 34 percent return on
investment lately.

Race 9 - Post: 8:40 - 1 mile. PACE - Class Rating: 74 - Purse:$2,000 - F& M CLAIMING - $2500
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 7 I GO BLIND 4/1
# 2 NIKOLETA 3/1
# 5 PEDAL ON THE RIGHT 6/1
If you want a really strong play in here, feast your eyes on I GO BLIND. This interesting entrant looks
strong. Take a good look at the 80 avg TrackMaster SR. This horse looks very good considering the high
class stats. We wouldn't recommend tossing out of any exotics. Has one of the most solid win percentages
in the bunch and may be able to add to those stats right here. NIKOLETA - The 74 avg class figure may
give this mare a distinct advantage in the field of starters. The consortium happens to know that when you
put Wiseman and Petrelli together formidable results are not far behind. PEDAL ON THE RIGHT Have to strongly consider a nice horse coming out of the Cal-Expo 5 post. The win percentage is
exemplary, way above normal.

Race 10 - Post: 9:00 - 1 mile. PACE - Class Rating: 80 - Purse:$2,900 - COND CLAIMING - N/W 6
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 7 AMIGO DE GARCIA 7/2
# 6 ITZA FREE FOR ALL 3/1
# 5 MARLIN HANOVER 5/1
The selection in this event is AMIGO DE GARCIA. With one of the most respectable drivers in terms
of crossing the wire first, don't count this gelding out of the race. ITZA FREE FOR ALL - Worth
careful consideration here based on the figures in the speed rating department alone. Very nice shot right
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here to get the ultimate prize with second time Lasix. MARLIN HANOVER - This nice horse looks
tough. Check out the 82 average speed rating. With a 80 avg class rating, this contender has one of the
most solid class advantages in the pack.

Race 11 - Post: 9:20 - 1 mile. PACE - Class Rating: 70 - Purse:$1,900 - F& M CLAIMING $2500 FOR
HORSES THAT AVG $250 OR LESS PER START IN 2011 OR N/W $1250 IN LAST 5 STARTS.
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 2 YOUREMYADDICTION 2/1
# 9 POWER OF KEY LARGO 8/1
# 4 SLEIGH BELLE 5/1
YOUREMYADDICTION is the best wager in this race. This fine animal looks strong. Look at the 80
avg speed fig. It's sometimes tricky to consider based only on class, but this mare has among the strongest
class ratings of the group of animals. Racing admirably, earned a substantial TrackMaster Speed Rating
in her last race (77). POWER OF KEY LARGO - Seems to have a good class advantage based on the
entrants she has raced against. That 71 TrackMaster Speed Rating clocked in the last race puts this horse
in the mix today. SLEIGH BELLE - Feel the need for speed, this interesting entrant has been turning in
some exemplary TrackMaster Speed Ratings averaging around 70. Always excellent driver/handler
match. 20 percent winners when they work together.

Race 12 - Post: 9:40 - 1 mile. PACE - Class Rating: 74 - Purse:$1,800 - F& M CLAIMING $2500 FOR
HORSES THAT AVG $200 OR LESS PER START IN 2011 OR N/W $1000 IN LAST 5 STARTS
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 7 JILL'S SOOTER 2/1
# 2 OGS SI BON 5/2
# 5 BARONA HICKORY 9/2
JILL'S SOOTER surely is tough to overlook as the fine animal to beat in this race. Her 77 avg has this
mare among the most compelling speed figs this time. Clearly the class of the field of horses with an
average rating of 78. A nice selection. Well above average winning figure makes this fine animal an
excellent play to take home the dough. OGS SI BON - Enters this affair with respectable TrackMaster
class rankings as compared to the field of starters - take a good look. The panel of smart guys keenly
points out that when Ruiz trains this horse, the odds of finishing in the top three go way up. BARONA
HICKORY - Is a substantial choice given the 74 TrackMaster Speed Rating from her most recent race.
Always terrific driver-trainer twosome. 19 percent winners when they work together.

Race 13 - Post: 10:00 - 1 mile. PACE - Class Rating: 72 - Purse:$1,700 - CLAIMING $2,500 - FOR
HORSES THAT AVG $150 OR LESS PER START IN 2011 OR N/W $750 LAST 5
CONSORTIUM CHOICES
# 5 SERIOUS ART 2/1
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# 7 TJ BEACH POKER 12/1
# 6 MUZHIK HANOVER 10/1
If you want a competitive play today, feast your eyes on SERIOUS ART. Has the look of a profitable
play, averaging a nifty 76 TrackMaster speed fig. Good for a win wager just off the terrific prior class
numbers. Have to like this solid standardbred. Is a clear-cut win contender given the 71 TrackMaster
Speed Rating from his most recent contest. TJ BEACH POKER - This standardbred will have to be a
wager, based on the exemplary driver-conditioner ROI percentage. MUZHIK HANOVER - Has been
running admirably lately and his style of running should result in a substantial performance. Schneider
and Solares have a very nice working relationship. Amazing results from their outings.
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